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A warm welcome

"Dear Esteemed Members and Colleagues of the European Nanomedicine Community,

We are thrilled to announce that for the first time, our ETPN annual event will take place in 
Italy! ETPN2024 in Milan is not just another scientific conference; it's the premier gathering 
for strategic thinking and collaboration in the field of nanomedicine. This event promises to 
be a cornerstone for those looking to be at the forefront of translating nanomedicine 
innovations into real-world patient care. With a lineup of distinguished speakers and 
interactive poster sessions, we go beyond traditional academic discourse to foster the birth 
of new European projects, both through our structured brokerage sessions and our 
dynamic, socially engaging activities infused with the warmth of Iberian hospitality. This year, 
we are also placing special emphasis on empowering the young, emerging talents in our 
field. Join us in Milan for an experience that is not only enlightening but pivotal in shaping 
the future of nanomedicine, as we collectively strive to bring its benefits to patients more 
rapidly and effectively. We look forward to welcoming you to this landmark event, where 
being part of our community means being part of a strategic revolution in healthcare."

Prof. Raymond Schiffelers
Chairman, ETPN
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Prof. Giovanni Tosi
Secretary of the ETPN, Full Professor, Ph.D. at University of Modena and Reggio Emilia  (UNIMORE)

"Dear ETPN delegates, colleagues, and friends, 

UniMORE, deeply rooted in Italy's rich academic tradition, is at the heart of 
groundbreaking nanomedicine research driven by a large team of passionate 
researchers. Proudly part of the ETPN family for years, we're excited to co-
host ETPN2024 with the Don Gnocchi Foundation. It's more than just a 
meeting; it's a chance to push the boundaries of nanomedicine, connect with 
fellow innovators, and inspire the next generation of scientists. We're all 
about making big leaps in research, networking, and creating new 
opportunities. Can't wait to see you there and make ETPN2024 
unforgettable!"

"Dear colleagues, 

I am thrilled to announce that ETPN2024 will be hosted in the dynamic and vibrant city of Milan, which is 
not only my home but also the location of my research hospital, Don Gnocchi Foundation. As one of the 
first founding members of ETPN, we have always believed in ETPN mission. And it has been a true 
pleasure contributing to this brilliant community..

Being deeply committed to bridging the gap between innovative nanomedicine research and its practical 
application in clinical settings, this event holds immense significance for me. Collaborating with my 
colleagues at UniMORE and the ETPN to organize this conference underscores our collective dedication 
to advancing the field. ETPN2024 transcends being merely a conference; it represents a milestone for 
nanomedicine in Italy and Europe, promising to catalyze new ideas, partnerships, and advancements. I am 
eagerly looking forward to welcoming the global community to Milan."

Dr. Marzia Bedoni
WG leader Clinical Translation (ETPN) / Head of Nanomedicine and Clinical Biophotonics Unit (FDG)
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Keynote speakers
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Prof. Elena Cattaneo
Centre for Stem Cell Research of the University of Milano
Senator for life of the Italian Republic

Prof. Cristina Messa
Scientific Director of Fondazione Don Gnocchi 
Former Italian Minister of Research



Program at a glance
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Program highlights
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Diverse Scientific Exploration:
Deep dives into clinical translation of nanomedicine, 
advancements in cell and gene therapies, and understanding 
regulatory pathways, aimed at shaping the future of 
nanomedicine.

Innovative Platform Sessions:
• Dissemination of EU Projects: Unveiling the impact and

outcomes of significant EU-funded nanomedicine projects.
• EU Funding Brokerage: Facilitating connections and

discussions around upcoming EU funding opportunities.
• "Pitch Me Up!" Session: A unique platform for presenting

selected innovations, distinctly set apart from scientific
discussions to highlight the ecosystem's dynamism.

Empowerment of Young Researchers: Focused
initiatives for young scientists including networking 
opportunities, engaging poster sessions, and dynamic social 
events, all designed to promote community building and 
collaborative research.

Possibility of specialized sponsor talks on pioneering innovations, 
reserved for selected contributions.



The Venue

The University of Liverpool was founded as a college in 1881 and is one of the original civic universities. Today it is one 
of the UK’s leading research institutions with an annual turnover of £480 million, including £102 million for research. 
Liverpool is ranked in the top 1% of higher education institutions worldwide and is a member of the Russell Group and 
of the ETPN since 2022.

The NME23 conference will be held in the modern Teaching Hub502 & Guild of Students. Registration will take place in 
the Guild of Students directly outside the Courtyard. The Hub502 is interlinked with the Guild of Students and consists 
of modern lecture theatres and seminar rooms.The Courtyard would host posters, exhibitors and all catering for the 
event, hence optimizing your visibility all throughout the event.  

www.unimi.it./

Via Festa del 
Perdono, 7, 20122 

Milano MI, Italy

Email: contact@etpn2024.eu
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The Università degli Studi di Milano (UNIMI), a beacon of academic and research 
excellence, is the esteemed host of ETPN2024. Founded in 1924, UNIMI is not 
only one of Europe's largest universities but also a prestigious institution, 
situated in the historic heart of Milan. It is a dynamic academic community of 
over 60,000 students, offering a diverse range of programs. Known for its 
rigorous multidisciplinary research and state-of-the-art facilities, UNIMI is 
particularly noted for its contributions to nanomedicine and healthcare 
innovations. By hosting ETPN2024, UNIMI showcases its commitment to 
fostering scientific dialogue and advancing medical technologies, aligning with 
its legacy as a leader in both academia and research, set against the backdrop of 
Milan's rich cultural tapestry.
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A common space for the coffee & lunch breaks, exhibitors & posters to 
optimize visibility & engagement

s
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Social events
Showcase your company at  the ETPN2024 gala evening  and/or welcome coktail: 
a moment attendees will surely remember!



Sponsoring
Detailed information
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Sponsorship 
Opportunities

General sponsoring units of €500*

Sponsoring of Best Talk Award €1 000* 
(Logo and company prominently displayed at ceremony and certificates)

Sponsoring of the Best Poster Award €500*  
(Logo and company prominently on the website)

Advertisement in Digital Conference Booklet
   . Full page inside back cover (exclusive) €600* 

Full page inside booklet (extra page) €500*

Sponsoring of Coffee Breaks (3 x) €1 000* 
(Logo and company prominently displayed on tables and in service area) 

Sponsoring of Refreshments €1 000* 
(Logo and company prominently displayed on tables and in service area)

Sponsoring of Conference Dinner  €4 000* 
(Logo and company prominently displayed on the tables)

Sponsoring of the Digital Abstract Book €2 000* 
(Full A4 page advertisement inside front cover)

Sponsoring of the Lanyards €1 000* 
(Logo displayed on the Lanyards)

Any supporting sponsoring idea is welcome x000 €*.

* Rates don´t include the registration fees to attend the conference.
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Gold Sponsor

The Gold Sponsor status is achieved if a total amount of €4 000 or more is spent for theETPN2024
event. This includes all sponsoring/advertising opportunities listed on the following page.

The Gold Sponsor is entitled to the following:

   1 Banner or logo on the conference stage (to be provided by the company)
   1 advertising space in the electronic Newsletter sent to the ETPN2024 community
   Logo on the Digital Conference Booklet back cover (A4), indicated as “Gold Sponsor” 
   Acknowledgement as “Gold Sponsor” in publications related to the conference 
   Acknowledgement on the conference website as “Gold Sponsor” , with logo and Internet link 
   Acknowledgement at the conference opening and closing presentations

Sponsorship
 Packages

Silver Sponsor

The Silver Sponsor status is achieved if a total amount of €2 000 or more is spent for the ETPN2024
event.This includes all sponsoring/advertising opportunities listed on the following page.

The Silver Sponsor is entitled to the following:

    Logo on the Digital Conference Booklet back cover (A4), indicated as “Silver Sponsor”
    Acknowledgement as “Silver Sponsor” in publications related to the conference 
    Acknowledgement on the conference website as “Silver Sponsor” , with logo and Internet link 
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GOLD

SILVER
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1 full registration fee
4 m2 area (chair + table + branding area)
Sponsor logo on the digital conference website
Link for the Sponsor website at the Conference website

Exhibition Packages

BRONZE

2 full registration fee
4 m2 area (chair + table + branding area)
Sponsor logo on the digital conference website A 
quarter-page ad in the digital conference booklet

3 full registration fee
4 m2 area (chair + table + branding area)
Sponsor logo on the digital conference website
A half page ad in the digital conference booklet
Link for the Sponsor website at the Conference website

€

€

€
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We look forward to 
welcoming you to Milano!

contact@etpn2024 .eu
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